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UEFA Champions League: insight into the impact of global sponsorships

The 2018-2019 season marks our 40th measurement of UEFA Champions League sponsoring 
effectiveness research. We have been helping sponsors to understand the positive effects of being involved 
with UEFA Champions League since 1999. In the past 20 years, our insights have contributed to increased 
brand awareness, better engagement with fans, higher purchase levels and award-winning campaigns. 

The goal of our UEFA Champions League study is to help UCL sponsors get the most out of their 
partnership by providing actionable insights into the impact of the sponsorship on relevant brand KPI’s. The 
insights from the study allow sponsors to set objectives and determine campaign strategy. Because of the 
syndicated set-up of the study, our partners profit from shared experience, benchmarks and cost savings. 

Each season, we gather many interesting insights about the attitudes and behaviour of football fans 
regarding UEFA Champions League. In the past years, we have seen major changes in the way people 
prefer to follow the competition and have learned a lot about the increasing enthusiasm for Champions 
League in countries inside and outside Europe. 

We are proud to share some key results from our UEFA Champions League study with you in this report. 
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This report presents overall trends of the global interest in UEFA 
Champions League and the attitude and behaviour of UEFA 
Champions League fans.

The report is based on research in the 2016-2017, 2017-2018 
and 2018-2019 seasons (two measurements per season: after the 
groupstage (in December) and after the UCL final (in May/June)).

The study covers a total of 20 countries with a minimum of n=600 
respondents per country (general population).

Countries covered: Netherlands, France, Germany, Spain, United 
Kingdom, Italy, Poland, Russia, Thailand, Mexico, Brazil, China, 
Japan, Indonesia, South Africa, Middle East, USA, Nigeria, 
Vietnam, Chile.
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Global interest in UCL increases

Despite the fact that UEFA Champions League broadcasting 
rights have shifted from free-to-air to paid TV channels in some 
countries, claimed interest among general public has increased 
over the past season.  
Almost six out of ten people worldwide claim to be interested in 
UEFA Champions League. Interest levels have increased among 
all age groups. Like in previous seasons, interest outside Europe 
(63%) is higher than in Europe (54%). 

INTEREST IN UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE
Base: general population (top 2: very/fairly interested)

2016-2017

55% 56% 59%

2017-2018 2018-2019
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BIGGEST INCREASES IN UCL INTEREST
Increase in 2018-2019 season, compared to 2017-2018 season (top 2: very/fairly interested)

Netherlands Chile Middle EastPoland Brazil MexicoSouth Africa Nigeria Japan

10% 9%9% 7% 5% 5% 4% 4%6%

      INCREASED 
  POPULARITY 
    IN SEVERAL MARKETS



UEFA Champions League assets
Champions League fans are particularly 
interested in following the competition 
because of the excitement on match night. 
Other top characteristics of UEFA Champions 
League include the best teams and players of 
the world. Especially the younger generation 
(under 30 years old) is interested in the big 
players of the Champions League.
More than half of the fans also loves the 
atmosphere there is around UCL matches. 

EXCITEMENT DURING THE MATCH IS

 BEST ASSET 
  OF UCL

Excitement during the matches

Teams

Players

Atmosphere around the matches

Football tactics

Battle for the trophy

Stadiums

64%

61%

59%

52%

45%

45%

31%

MOST INTERESTING CHARACTERISTICS
Base: people who are interested in UEFA Champions League



Preferred locations  
for watching UCL games

73% at home

12% at friend’s place

11% at a bar/pub/restaurant

Preferred company  
for watching UCL games

39% with friends

36% with partner

27% alone

Generation gap
• Younger generations (under 30 years

old) prefer to watch Champions League
with friends (52%) and often out of
their own home.

• Older fans (over 45 years old) rather
watch the games at home alone (34%).

74%
of global population 
watches live UCL matches 
(on TV or online)

WATCHING BEHAVIOUR 

OF UCL FANS



55% 
have watched the UCL final 

of the 2018-2019 season

Over the past three seasons, there is a steady increase of the 
number of people claiming that they have watched the UCL final 
at the end of the season, from 51% in 2016-2017 (Juventus - Real 
Madrid) to 55% in 2018-2019 (Tottenham Hotspur – Liverpool). 
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 CHAMPIONS LEAGUE 
 FINAL WATCHED THE UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE FINAL

Base: general population

2016-2017

51% 53% 55%

2017-2018 2018-2019



48% of UCL fans claim to use multiple
screens simultaneously when watching UCL 

Among fans under 30 years old, 
57% uses multiple screens.

Generation gap

• Younger followers
(under 30 years old) use their
TV significantly less often than
the fans over 45 years old.

• More than three quarters of
the fans younger than 30 uses
their smartphone to follow UCL
(compared to less than half
of the older fans).

Most used devices for following UCL

Most used channels for following UCL

DEVICES AND CHANNELS
USED TO FOLLOW UCL

2

2

1

1

3

3

Paid TV

Smartphone

 Free to air TV

TV

Online live streaming

Laptop/tablet



Many fans use social media to follow (news around) 
UEFA Champions League. The most popular content 
on social media are news updates, videos/highlights, 
matchday updates and updates from friends.

The younger the fans are,  
the more they use social media 
for following Champions League.

     FOLLOWING 
UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE ON

      SOCIAL MEDIA

55% 
follows UCL on social media

News updates 
(28%)

Match updates 
(24%)

Videos/highlights
(26%)

Updates from friends
(22%)

+500



The most popular content around UCL are (of 
course) the live matches, highlights and results of 
the games. However, UCL fans are open to many 
different types of UCL related content. 

Especially younger fans (under 
30) are interested in esports
related content (72%) and athlete/
team generated content (84%).

MOST 
INTERESTING 
UCL CONTENT

Esports 
(63%)

Statistics 
(80%)

Branded content
(66%)

Athlete/team  
generated content 

(66%)

Most interesting content around UCL Fans are also interested in…

2 1 3

Highlights

 Live matches

Results



Consumer behaviour (especially for younger generations) with 
regard to following sports is changing rapidly. The way a sponsor 
can maximize the impact of a sponsorship is closely connected to 
the way people follow the sport. 

Our Sports Media Profiler separates four profiles based on the way 
people prefer to follow sports (see the next page). ‘The analysis 
of media behaviour is based on four pillars: devices, channels, 
content and locations.’

The Sports Media Profiler allows us to give detailed insight 
into sponsorship impact for different fan profiles. This leads 
to actionable advice on how to increase impact. With these 
insights we help brands to build meaningful relationships with 
relevant target groups through the sponsorship and to maximize 
sponsorship ROI.

SPORTS 
   MEDIA 
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13%
TRADITIONAL FOLLOWER
Lower level of engagement. Watch sports from 
their home on (free to air) TV (often alone). Do not 
use social media.

38%
YOUNG ONLINE FANATIC
Highly involved with sports. Use multiple screens 
and WhatsApp during live sports. Watch unofficial 
live streams and are into gaming.

18%
EXPERIENCED ANALYST
Excited about the details behind the sport, like 
analyses, statistics and background stories. Watch 
live sports on TV (not online).

31%
SOCIAL SUPPORTER
Prefer to watch sports with their friends at social 
locations. Often use social media to watch and talk 
about sports. Interested in branded content.

SPORTS 
   MEDIA 
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